WHO DO YOU THINK
YOU ARE TALKING TO?
Unlocking the power of your creative work
to build more meaningful brand relationships

There has been talk for years about
how brand communication, and it’s
creative development, needs to change
to keep up with the shifting sands of the
media environment and consumer reality.
Both creative agencies and brand owners
talk more about authenticity, purpose
and how to find a successful relationship
with an increasingly empowered and
mindful consumer.

Brand-owners are trying to find their way
into this, creative agencies and pushing
for fresh thinking and yet the consumer
experience often feels doggedly stuck in
the past. ‘Wallpaper’ advertising, the
same-old claims-based messaging are a
constant reinforcement that major brands
are less and less relevant.

So why, if clients and
agencies are trying
so hard, is the
super-tanker changing
direction so slowly?

Authentic, relationship-based communication requires an
authentic relationship-based creative development
process. Anything less than that shows-up as potentially
manipulative and from an old-world that is a best
irrelevant, and at worst undesirable.

Surprisingly the solution doesn’t really
sit with the creative agencies and
brand-owners – its sits with the ‘research’
industry and the clients and agencies
expectations of it.
The clue is in the name... ‘Research’ has
become synonymous with ‘testing-on’ rather
than ‘learning-from’. The outdated idea that
sees consumers as ‘mice in the lab’ is alive
and well and profoundly undermines what
brands say they want to achieve. Let‘s be
honest, we (as brand owners, creatives
and people) are all struggling to align our
commercial objectives with our place in

The first thing to say is that the fact that we
are calling it the ‘new world’ is probably
more reflection of the industry’s speed of
reaction than the actual pace of the change.
But to set the context…

Power-shift away from
patriarchal brands there is a

growing trend of consumer choice and
empowerment. Already well developed
in the US and Europe and now spreading
throughout the rest of the world and
driven by consumers feeling let-down
by ‘big business’, more aware and
choiceful about finding the brands that
are meaningful for them.

Multi-layered media drives
a new way to build brand
relationships obvious to say, widely

acknowledged and yet 70% of the briefs we
get start with a TVC and see the rest of the
media mix as a cascade from it creating a
miss-match between the development
process and consumer experience.

The blurring of product and
‘brand experience’ time was when

these were separate things. The change is
not just driven by the media environment its
driven by how consumers want to see
brands show-up in their lives. End-to-end
and consistent brand experience is not
the brand-owners new idea, it’s a
consumer-created imperative.

the world – nowhere does this
feel less resolved than in the world of
consumer research. It’s uncomfortable
to think about about... so it’s important!
The unlock for all of this, is to rethink
how we, the ‘research’ industry embrace
a profound change in belief, mission and
methodology. At Brand Dynamics we are
at the forefront of this – new thinking
reflected in radically different methodologies
and a new way to create human-centric
brand relationships through authentic
and meaningful brand communication
and experience.

Message overload of course we
all understand this, but what is being
done to develop brand building that
really cuts-through? This isn’t about
pure impact, it’s about understanding
the psychological journey of attraction,
meaning and memorability through
every touch-point.
An un-fixed world human beliefs,
opinions and needs change fast –
cultural shifts that would have taken
10 years now happen in months.
The average process for developing
and landing a new creative idea,
from brief to market is 12 months+
(often longer if the creative process
fails and drives re-work). Like trying
to board a moving train, there is
a significant difference of pace
between consumer change and
brand’s ability to keep up.

So, we invite
you to stop and
ask yourself…
Whether the research methodologies
you use – ad-pre-testing focus groups
and normative data-base quant –
are really reflective of the outcomes
you now seek?
Whether by working more deeply
and collaboratively with people, we
might not create something more
effective for people?
Whether developing creative work
in the context of the reality of those you
serve – their world, their feelings and
how they think and react – might not
deliver something more meaningful
and relevant for them
in the end.

THE CREATIVE UNLOCK
At Brand Dynamics we believe that our
responsibility is to facilitate a new kind of
relationship between brands, their creative
development agencies and the people they
want to engage with.

We call this our
‘4 x 4 Brand Love’
model

At the heart of this thinking is a
commitment to a more authentic
relationship between brands and the
people they serve, reflected in a more
authentic way of working with those people
to develop how they experience the brand.

The Key Drivers of
Successful 360° brand engagement
alignment of everything
a brand says and does with
users values and desires

navigating away from
‘wallpaper’ to drive real
re-evaluation
away from
‘tick-box’ insights to a
heart-felt sentiments fully
brought to life for creative
start-points
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CREATIVE
DISRUPTION

1
HEART-FELT
INSIGHTS

BRAND
UNLOCKING
TO TRUE
POTENTIAL
OF AUDIENCE
INPUT

1
moving from thinking
‘research’ and ‘testing’
with the same-old
respondents to thinking
‘learning’ and ‘co-creation’
with a diverse mix of
accelerative inputs
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THE
UNEXPECTED
POWER OF
CREATIVE
AGILITY

EMBEDDED
MEANING
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DEEP
RELEVANCE

LOVE
MULTIMEDIA
NARRATIVE
BUILDING
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WHOLE-BRAIN
PSYCHOLOGY
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working in rapid sprints,
workshopping, challenging, all
gets it done right, faster – the
surge in creative energy that
results is an unplanned bonus

thinking in consumer-back
perspectives for
‘my world’,
‘my life’,
‘my people’

by understanding how the
brain receives, reacts, stores
and re-accesses information,
we design a learning and
development pathways that
match method with moment
and message

If the core creative
idea isn’t right nothing
works. But if the 360
degree human experience
doesn’t land the richness
of the CCI – it’s wasted.
Our learning and
development pathways
are always multidimensional and
‘reality-back’ not
‘theory-forward’

Our Key Methodologies to support
creation of 360° brand engagement
Contact: Lucy.evans@brand-dynamics.com

www.brand-dynamics.com

